
ENGINEERED TO BE AUTONOMOUS

6 Ways Smart 
AMRs Speed ROI
How integrated intelligence adds 
efficiency to every step of your 
autonomous operations

AUTOGUIDE QUICK GUIDE



Retrofitted Manual Vehicle (RMV) 

Manual machine plus kit that adds robotic features

Add-on autonomy  
RMV providers turn to OEM partners to get a manual forklift or tow tractor, and then  
retrofit it with an autonomy kit that adds a main computer, control system, safety system, 
and sensors. The underlying vehicle is truly designed only for manual operation.

Autonomous Mobile Robot (AMR) 

Engineered and purpose-built with fully integrated autonomous functionality

System-wide autonomy  
Purpose-built AMRs are designed and built from the ground up to be a robotic system. 
Even the underlying vehicle is part of the integrated, smart machine. 

Each component—motor, wheels, control system, sensors, safety system, and central 
computer—is engineered to work together as a high-performance material transport robot.

INTEGRATED INTELLIGENCE IS NOT A STANDARD FEATURE 

As manufacturing and logistics firms automate high-payload material movement operations, 
they face the choice of selecting from two fundamentally different types of robotic vehicles.  
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Purpose-built AMRs speed ROI across every  
step of autonomous operations

System-wide integrated autonomous intelligence, across hardware and 
software, makes every phase of your autonomous deployment more efficient.
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Created, not modified, to be autonomous 

In purpose-built AMRs, both the vehicle and autonomous capabilities are 
part of a single, integrated system distinctly designed for high-performance 
autonomous operations.  

The Base AMR houses sensors and scanners in strategic, protected locations that 
optimize wide-field viewing capabilities. Dedicated compartments safely hold the central 
CPU and motor. The control systems for navigation and motion are carefully tuned to 
instantly respond to data from safety scanners that map the floor, monitor trailers, and 
avoid obstacles.

This level of high-performance autonomous functionality isn’t possible with an RMV 
because the built-for-manual base vehicle was simply never designed to support 
autonomy. The motor controls and steering are inherently designed for manual operation, 
not the precise control loops of an autonomous system. The vehicle lacks integrated 
sensors so safety and navigation sensors must be attached in non-optimal positions  
and with less precision, thus requiring additional calibration.

PRO TIP

1.

Smart AMRs Drive 
Rapid ROI 

When every component  
of a mobile robot is 
purpose designed for 
autonomous operations, 
the result is superior 
connected intelligence  
and performance.

It’s not always easy to tell when a mobile robot is a retrofitted manual vehicle. Ask.

• Is this a modified manual forklift? 

 •  Is there a single design authority? (With RMVs, there are actually two design authorities, 
one for the manual vehicle and one for the autonomy kit.) 

DESIGN & MANUFACTURING

Purpose-built robot design, single integrated system
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Go from rollout to full-speed autonomous 
workflows fast 

When a single vendor and design authority manufacturers the complete 
AMR, you can expect faster delivery and better service. And once onsite, 
smart AMRs get familiar with your facility—fast.  

RMV equipment often requires tuning at the installation site. In contrast, AMRs use 
precisely integrated, optimally located laser sensors and advanced mapping capabilities 
to navigate your facility with no initial tuning process. Facility managers define AMR 
travel routes and create automation projects on a user-friendly interface.

In smart AMRs the safety system is seamlessly integrated with control systems so when 
obstacles—or employees—suddenly block a designated travel path, an AMR stops safely 
and continues when the obstacle clears its path or is re-routed instantly by fleet control 
software.

PRO TIP

2.

Smart AMRs Drive 
Rapid ROI 

Intelligent systems that 
quickly learn your facility 
floor and workflows to get 
right to work, safely.

Don’t start hard.

Create a long-term autonomous operations roadmap. The best place to start? Deploy autonomous tuggers 
to manage repetitive, long-haul tows and free employees for more strategic tasks.

DEPLOYMENT & ADOPTION

Speed, ease, safety
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Rugged high-payload capacity, along with skills  
to move with precision

Purpose-built AMRs feature a powerful motor and integrated control  
system designed to work together to:

• Maximize acceleration
• Operate at full speed even with a full load
• Smoothly decelerate 
• Accurately turn and maneuver
• Navigate sharp turns safely, clearing corners even with multiple trailers attached 

This enables predictable and safe travel, rapid and reliable docking, and the ability to 
maneuver payloads into and out of complex environments. 

With RMVs, the motion control system, and propulsion and steering motors are designed 
for manual operation. The retrofit kit tunes these systems to operate as a robot—but with 
tradeoffs in acceleration, speed under load, and maneuverability. 

PRO TIP

3.

Smart AMRs Drive 
Rapid ROI 

High-capacity, high-speed 
autonomous robots help 
you move more material in 
a single trip, faster.

Shop for smart pallet sensing capabilities

High-performance AMRs can locate pallets, then pick and place them with precision. Seek solutions smart 
enough to recognize all your pallet types, including GMAs, which are typically challenging for RMVs.

PERFORMANCE & THROUGHPUT

Industrial strength yet fine-tuned for efficiency
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Machine + Robot vs. Robot + Machine

An RMV is, at the core, a manual vehicle—a tow tractor or forklift retrofitted  
with autonomous features. It’s a machine first, robot second.

AMRs, on the other hand, are robots first, designed from the ground up with 
interconnected intelligence to perform autonomous operations in industrial facilities. 
AutoGuide exclusively makes a transforming mobile robot. It’s a modular system  
that allows a base AMR to be reconfigured using an industrial-strength lineup of  
material-handling adapters.

A single AMR that transforms from forklift to tugger is ready to change with  
the seasonal needs of your facility. 

PRO TIP

4.

Smart AMRs Drive 
Rapid ROI 

With flexible, multi-tasking 
AMRs, you can reduce 
your total fleet size and 
increase uptime—and 
productivity—per vehicle.

Think of AutoGuide’s material-handling adapters as extra-large end effectors

Much as a fixed robot has end effectors, AutoGuide AMRs can be configured  
to work as a tow tractor, forklift, or high bay forklift.

FLEXIBILITY & MAXIMUM UPTIME

Modular design, multi-tasking AMR
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Create a long-term roadmap for increasingly 
autonomous operations

Smart AMRs integrate with existing systems at your facility, including your 
order management system and warehouse management system (WMS) or 
manufacturing execution system (MES). Integration with order management, 
for example, allows autonomous solutions at an ecommerce facility to 
review and prioritize orders then create a picking route designed to minimize 
employee walk time.

Even smarter AMRs can work with other robots and, for example, perform fully 
autonomous zone picking operations with a collaborative robotic arm. In most facilities, 
there are high-value automation opportunities from dock to dock, start to finish. AMRs 
can save time, maximize storage space, reduce material damage, enable 24x7 operations, 
improve safety, and support lean material flow. 

When AMRs have the ability to safely share the floor with your employees and effectively 
communicate with other systems and robots, you’re well positioned to scale your 
autonomous operations over time.

PRO TIP

5.

Smart AMRs Drive 
Rapid ROI 

With smart AMRs, you 
can scale your initial 
investment as your 
autonomous operations 
get increasingly complex.

Think long term 

When your autonomous operations journey is just beginning, seek solutions with the flexibility 
and capability to grow over time.

EXPANSION & SCALE

Integration, compatibility
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One go-to resource for support and maintenance

With RMVs, the underlying vehicle is provided by a different supplier than 
the autonomy kit. The finished mobile robot has two design authorities, one 
responsible for the manual vehicle and another one for the autonomy kit. 

The design authority for the vehicle is primarily concerned with manual operation of their 
vehicle and the design authority for the autonomy kit is concerned with robotic operation. 
This can lead to finger pointing when there are performance or maintenance issues.

Additionally, if the vehicle design authority discontinues or updates any of the 
components on the underlying vehicle, whether it’s the motor, motor controller or 
firmware, they may not understand the impact on the autonomy kit designers in terms  
of required changes to the navigation or robot motion control systems. Purpose-built 
AMRs are manufactured by a single supplier and have only one design authority. This 
leads to better long-term support. Service comes from trained specialists with a single 
point of responsibility.

PRO TIP

6.

Smart AMRs Drive 
Rapid ROI 

A single resource with  
in-stock parts and trained 
specialists reduces 
downtime due to 
maintenance concerns.

Thoughtful mechanical design makes ongoing maintenance easier

Purpose-built AMRs feature dedicated compartments for the CPU and control system as well as for the 
motor and motion control system. Easy access to the centralized components of key systems helps simplify 
routine maintenance and decrease AMR downtime.

SERVICE & SUPPORT

Single vendor and design authority
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100% HI-TECH, TOP TO BOTTOM

Only AutoGuide makes purpose-built AMRs from the first piece of steel 
to the last screw, with all of the connected intelligence in between. 

Easy-access onboard control panel 
lets floor managers walk right up  
and make on-the-spot route changes  
to match immediate needs.

Exclusive material-handling 
adapters transform base AMR  
from tugger to pallet stacker— 
and back—as needed.

Integrated mechanical design 
protects safety scanners and 
creates wide field of view.

Motor and motion control system 
connected by design to central 
CPU for faster speed, more precise 
acceleration and docking, and 
increased payload capacity. 

Integrated control compartment for the 
PLCs, safety system, CPU and control system 
provides single-point maintenance access.
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INDUSTRY-LEADING ROI 

AutoGuide Mobile Robots bring  
autonomous efficiency and rapid ROI  
to industrial facilities across industries.



BRING PURPOSE-BUILT AMR EFFICIENCY TO YOUR FACILITY 

AutoGuide can help you plan a phased rollout of 
autonomous solutions based on the unique needs 

of your facility.

Request a free consultation

Contact Sales@AGMobileRobots.com
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